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ABSTRACT

This study examines the comparative predictive power of four groups of
variables in a public information campaign conducted by a charitable
organization. The four are attitudinal variables, knowledge-related
variables, promotional variables, and demographic_variables. The results
of the study inditate that a combination of the statistically-significant
vari-ables from each group are a stronger predictor than any of the groups
by itself. The results reinforce the open systems theory as it relates to
the practice of public relations, and also indicates that additional, as
yet unidentified variablesi also are at work in the decision-making process
aS it relates to public information campaigns.
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DeVelopment is one of the seven major areas that COMprite the profession

Of public relations; and in most instances, the Word "deVelopMent" means fund

raiting.
1

This is particularly true for charitable organilationsi because

they; like Blanche Dut'lis in Streetcar Named Desire, depenc:tb a greatdegree on

the kindness of strangers Maintaining the flOW Of that tWeet milk of kindness

is, in large part; the responsibility of the Organization's public relations

component; In recent years; the procett hat beCoMe increasingly sophisticated.

Proliferation of computer technolOgy alloWs charitable organizations to compile

and maintain volunteer and contribUtor lists and to manage and manipulate these

lists at the touch of a cOmputer key; Recent declines in governmental funding

mean charitable agencies must replace that dwindling support with grass-roots
2

dollars. "Bottomline eValuation" has arrived as a management edict -For Chari-

table organizations, Seat-of-the-pants decision making is rapidly being re-

placed by "Communication by objective" and the planning paradigm of sitUational

analysis, goal setting and strategy development, program iMplementationi and
3

eValUation. In that environment, the role of the public relations practitioner

hat Changed from that of a communication facilitatOr to One of a problem-solving

process facilitator; one who recognizes the iMpOrtance Of de-massifying the

mass public to effectively and efficiently reaCh the tignificant publics whose
4

support is essential. That process is Often accelerated by volunteers from

the professional community who frequently bring new perspectives to charitable
5

oroanizations. While the publiCitt't goals may still be rooted in the seed-bed

era of publicityt today's publid relations professional brings a full cOMple-

ment of skills to bear on problems that require public relations solutiont.

Increasingly, those effortt involve research as an iitegral part of the public6

information campaign.

4
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Review of the Literature

The research literature of public infOrmatiOn tampaigns provides a starting

place for those interested in the detigh and effects of public information tom=

munication, use of information by audiente members, and the interaction o com-

municated messages, deCiiion Making and human behavior;

As a result bf their inqUiry into reasons some information campaigns fail,

Hyman and Sheatsley decided that th-oSe caMpaigns lacked the ability to bring

about substantial change. They concluded:

1. Interested people acquire more information;

2. People seek out facts which support their existing attitudes;

3; Different groups interpret the same information differently;

4; Psychological barriers create problems;

5; Information does not necessarily change attitudes, and

6; Campaigns cannot rely simply Oh intreasing_the flow of
information to spread their infOrmatiOn effectively.

Bauer's research underscored Hyman and SheatSley't limited effects per-

spective on public information campaignS. MbreoVer, the research indicated that

views of the audience as a monolithit Matt able to be manipulated by mass media
_ _ _ 8

are inconsistent with behaViOr in the field. Mendelsohn also concluded that

the effects of public inforMation campaigns may be limited. Nonetheless; he

suggested that campaigns could intrease knowledge and understanding, paving
9

the way for changes in attitude and behavior. However; after analysis of the

results of an AdVertiting COuntil's campaign against crime, O'Keefe concluded

that the findings "go far in refuting many of the hypotheses and assumptions

concerning campaign efficaty posed (by limited-effects theory) in earlier de-

cades. And they tend to support . ; views of the media (as) having potential
10

for more substantial persuasive effects."

Public information campaigns and charitable givin haVe alte been analyzed

from a marketing perspective. In that view; pub,4c memberS are seen contributing
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to a charitable organization because they 603ect to have services rendered in

return. In this perspectiVe, charitable service's are seen not unlike a

packaged product, with don-ors weighing the worth of the anticipated services

in the same way a consumer considers the attributes of a product. "The dOn-Or

offers money to the organization and the organization offers an uhdei-tahding

that the funds will be distributed to and used by the member o-ganizationt,"

according to this study. Moreover; peer pressure is seen as playing a role in

the process: "Even though there is no apparent personal inCentive for an indi-

vidual to contribute . . . there is likely a group incentive to make such a

contributiorh n 11

Grunig and Ipes' study of a campaign againtt drunk driVing highlights the

finding that mass media alone are seldom sufficient tb bring about a behavioral

change. They note that: "communication campaigns can help to change a person's

behavior if the person also recei,Pes interpers-ohdl support fr6m friends or

from . . . grOupS." Grunig ard Ipes contend that a public information campaign

serveS only to place a problem on an audience member's agenda; Changes in atti-

tUde ahd behavior are infrequent because "passive publics frequently perceive

cbtittraints that prevent them from acting on an issue, and (those) constraintS

MUst be reMoved before a communication campaign can do more than make members

Of a public recognize a problem." Grunig and Ipes also found, however, that

"public information campaigns can get people to accept simple tolutiont When

asked in a public opinion poll." They add that to be effective ". . . (CaMpaigns)

must be supplemented by . . . interpersonal support." "F-Oi- a Cam6aigh to move

people to develop organized cognition and perhapt to -change their behavior,

it must show people how they can remove conttraints to their personally doing

12
anything about the problem," they concluded;

A
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Grunig and Ipes' observations regarding the relative strength of mass

media and interpersonal communication are underscored by Chaffee. In hig

contribution to Rice and Paisley's anthology on public communicatiorl cam-

paigns, Chaffee contends that ". . . media and -.personal communication are

not rivals or substitutes for one another, but instead offer parallel sbdrces

of information and opinion that One might consult on a given issde. Tley

are also reciprocally stimulating . . . one direct effect of mass communi-

cation it to increase interpersonal communication -- and one major motivation
13

fbr using miss media is to prepare for face-to-face discussion." Dervin

adds further emphasis to this view when she notes: "Campaign messages work

'Jett Only when they are supportive of other activities such as interpersonal

network strategies.
"14

Dervin also stresses the need for a thorough

understanding of audiences obtained through a variety of research strategies.

She:contends '-_hat knowledge of an audience, when properly combined with a
15

relevant message; can produce substantial results.
16

Other studies and reports provide additional background. A report by

Yankelovich, Skelly and White, for example, ihdicatet that people aged 35 to 64

years are most likely tO contribute to a charity. Moreover, those aged 50 to

64 years are the biggest contri`utors to charitable organizations. Several

other demographic characteristics -- a college education, an income of $50,000

or more, marital status and a professional occupation -- are also related tb

greater giving. According tO this report, the most effective fundraising tech-

nique is a personal visit. Kureover, 62% of thos,:, interviewed said it is better
17

to help people in your own community than people elsewhere. As the result of
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a study based on a United Way campaign; four observations were offered. Two

relate to knowledge, one concerns social pressure; and another concerns imper-

sonal communication. The observations are:

1. "The overall ability to identify_funded agencies was
extremely small" (most individuals could name, on an
average, only one of 34 funded agenciet);

2. "Any in-depth knowledge of agency services or effective-
ness is virtually nonexittent;"

"Social pressure affects not only whether a family
contributes but also how much a family contributes to
the United Way;" and;

4. "Impersonal Forms of solicitation such as t2levision
commercials and newspaper advertising appear to have
little effect on contributions. The more personal . . . 18
employer and supervisor solicitations are very effective."

Another study focusing on the United Way -- in this case an unpublished

report on two focus groups conducted by the United Way -- found that:

Contributors have a better knowledge and underStanding
of United Way and how it operates;

2. Awareness of the organization comes through the following:

a. The workplace
b. From a personal tragedy
C. From personal experience, sUch as volunteer wOrk,

And,
d. Fi-bm adVertiting

. Contributors want to know where the money goes; and,

19

4. There are misconceptions of the UW's administrative costs.
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Charitable organizations, du ?. to favorable broadCatt regulations, often

use public service announcements (PSAs) as part of their -campaign. Those PSAs,

preSéhed 'firo-U6h di.efereni media, elicit differing retpontes. According to

research by O'Keefe, Mendelsohn and Liu, teleVition PSAS reCeive the most
20

attention, and women are more attentive to thbte teleVised PSAs than are men.

In an article concerning United Way effortt to increase contributions from

smaller companies, it was found that:

1. SMaller companiet are less likely to launch a United
Way campaign;

2. Smaller companies have lower rates of participation;

3. Smaller companies have smaller contributions than
larger companies; and,

4. The most effective approach (for small businesses)
is for small-business owners to solicit other
small-business owners.

21

Two issues which have received considerable attention in the popular press

and elsewhere concerning the United Way (UW) are pressure on employers to tbri

tribute and monopolization of the charity field. A report in the Wall Street

Journal, for example, claims that 15% of all employees surveyed felt coerced

into contributing to the Ue Others have examined the issue of monopoliza-

tion by the UW.23

The findings and conclusions found in the literature can be tüMmarized as

t e following:

Campaigns cannot dePend on mass communication alone
to mntiVatO indiVidUalt to contribute to a charity;

2. Campaigns must be tUpported by interpersonal communication;

3. People seek out facts in an apparent effort to support
their attitudes and/or behavior;

4. Attitudes and predispositions appear related to givin;

5. Perceived constraints must be removed for individuals
to do more than simply recognize a problem as the result
of a public information campaign;

9
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6 Group pressure appears related to contributing to a
charitable organization;

7. Knowledge of an organizatiOn't prätticeS is related to
contribution.:.; to that organization;

8. Contributors are better informed abOut the UW and how
it works.

9. Members of the public have llttle knOwledge of which
agencies are funded by the UWi in-depth knowledge of
the UW is unusual, Contribution frequency and amount
is influenced by social pressure, and impersonal forms
of communication haVe little effect on cotributions
as compared to employer and supervisor solicitations;

10 Awareness of the UW comes through the workplace,_ personal
experience (as a volunteer or because of a personal
tragedy); and from advertising;

11 Donors to a charitable organization expect to see
services in return;

12: Individuals want to know precisely where donated moneY
goes and how it is used;

13. Contributom% are predisposed to suppw-t_help fOr
_

community residents rather than those living outtide
the community;

14. Smaller _companies are_less likely than larger ones to
become involved in a UW campaign;

a. Those small companies that_are involved usually
have smaller rates of participation;

b. The average contribution of an employee from a

smallei- company it letS than that from a larger
company;

c. Small-business owners are best approached by other
small-business owners when cooperation is being sought.

15. There is _considerable perception that employees are coerced
into giving to the UW; and,

16. Demographic characteristics are related to frequency and
amounts of contributions;

The Study

Tha characteristics reported as being related to contributions generally

fall Within four categories: atitudes; knowledge, promotioh (WhiCh inclUdet

both mass medla and interpersonal communication), and demographic characteristics.
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The foUr Categories formed the basis for an analysis of a community's

attitudes toward the UW and charitable organizations in general; knowledge of

the UW; (Where UW funds come from; how the organization disburses those funds

Where and to whom); promotional techniques (mass-mediated messages and work-

plate solicitation); and demographic characteristics (gender, age income

education; and marital status;

It was hoped, on an applied level, that the results Of the ttudy could

help in the manner envisioned by Hyman and Sheatsloy:

surveys_can_inform the information director of
the whole structure of_attitudes on any public issue.
They can tell_him_the major factors affecting pUblit
opinion on_the issue; and the relative inflUente Of
these_variout factors in determining attitUdet, They
can tell to what extent information hat_reached_the
public_and how far it has changed exitting_opinions;
They can also tell _what infOrMation it ttill heeded
and what aspects of it Mutt be ttretted in order
to reach the unexposed or untympathetic groups; _

24
Theoretital Perspective

Views of the communication prOcett have Undergone tremendous change since

Hyman and Sheatsley published their analytit Of public information campaigns

in 1947. The limited effects perspective seen emergina in Hyman and Sheatsley's

report has come fUll Cirtle, with many communication scholars now positing a

more pOwerful role for communication within a culturally comprehensive model.

BaUer's view of the obstinate audience is now assumed; and a stream of research

hat deVeleped in that area; Evidence continues to accumulate to tuppOrt the

VieW advanced by numerous scholars that mass communicated messages by theM= _

25
telves, do not have the force o mass and interpersonal coMMUnitatiOn combined;

Elementary models of the communication procett haVe intreasingly been ex-

panded; System theory sees communication as one tUbtystem operating within an

environment, or suprasystem. The comMunication process is seen operating within

11
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this suprasystem and affected by interaction between systems,.and by the effects
26

of the interaction between other systems. Dependency theory tOnceptUaliZet

the same sort of structure but also sees communicat;on effects dependent on
27

the needs of the individual attending to COMMUnication tburcet.

The perspective which providet the backdrop for this study views inter-

personal, group, organizational and mass communication as partners in the com-

munication proCeSS, Sharing the stage with societal structures, psychological

barriers ane, predispositions, and personal experience.

Based on thit VieW, We would expect to see numerous factors exerting an

influence on human behavior, including attitudes, knowledge, promotion and

demographics, the four areas explored in this study;

Method

A survey questionnaire was constructed to gather information regarding

attitudes, knowledge, promotion and demographics. One srieS of OUeStiOnt

sought to identify attitudes toward charitable organizationS in general, dis-

tribution of funds collected by charitable otgahi2atiohti gOvernMent aid, com-

petition for the charitable contribUtiOn, payr011 dedUCtion, the UW's umbrella

concept (one ordanintion toliciting fundS for many agencies), the UW's "fair

share" concept, th0 i-61e of the UW in the community; funding for controversial

agencies, selection of recipient agencies by UW donors, the usefulness of

cnaritable OrganitiOns today compared with the past, and perceived pressure

tO contribute to the UW.

Another series of questions was designed to identify respondents' knowl-=

edge of the criteria the UW uses to distribute funds; the likelihood that some-

one known to the reSpOndent it a recipient of aid from a UW agency; how much

administrative Cott it incurred by the UW, and whether funds collected in a

community remain in that community.

1 2
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Other questions were inserted, tb Meature exposure to OW's mass media

promotional messages. Still others sought to identify respondents who attended

a UW meeting at their place of employment; viewed a UW film at work, or had

received a SOlicitation memorandum or letter regarding the UW.

QUestions regarding demographic information were also included, along with

qUettiOns regarding contributions in general and contributions to the UW

sPeCifidallY.

The area telephone directory served as the sample frame With nUMbert teleeted

using the nth selection strategy. A two=page screening prOtedUre helped ensure

the sample was not one of convenience. IntervieWt Were conddeted Only with

individuals who said they were employed 30 Or Mere hOUrt a week; Interviewers

also rotated a filter question based on age and gender.

Some 501-usable interviews were completed in this manner; The questionnaires

were then edge-coded and input for coMpdter analysis using the SPSS program.

Results

Fre-Oen-cies were generated for the overall sample; and for four subgroups;

all cbntribUtOrt, non-COntributors; contributors to the UW; and contributors to

other (nOn=UW) charitable organizations (See Table 1).

The overall sample is comprised almost equally of males (50.4%) and femaleS

(49;6%), and averages 38;5 years of age. Most (69.8%) are married, and moSt

(90;2%) have at least a high school education. The median income it repOrted

as between $20;000 and $30;000 a year. The largest percentage (48.8%) of the

respondents are employed by organizations that have a workforce of More than

100 workers. The majority (79.6%) are not membert Of a labor dniOn. Most (88;4%)

said they contributed to a charity last year; and, of thote, a Majority (71.9%)

said they contributed to the UW.

113
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Table 1 provides a comparative profile of the respondents. The small number

of non-givers (11.6%, or 58 cases) precluded chi square tests of statistical

significance with regard to many of the variables. Nonetheless, the frequencies

themselves are consistent and suggestive; particularly with regard to givers

and non-givers.

Non-givers are younger and earn less. The non-giver is twice as likely

(51.7% to 25.3%) to be 29 years of age or younger than the giver, and four

times as likely (36.2% to 8.6%) to earn less than $10,000 year; Non-givers

are not as likely to be a college graduate (8.6% to 15.6%), and considerably

less likely to be married (72.7% of givers are married; 47;4% of non-givers

are married). oho fifth of all givers (20;4%) are labor union members, while

only one-tenth (10.3%) of non-givers are labor union members; Non-givers are

also more likely to work for organizations with smaller workforces. Non-givers

are somewhat less likely (71;5% to 88;1%) to agree that the UW makes the com-

munity better for all, and more likely (46.6t to 34.7%) to report that no one

they know is likely to use any of the UW agencies. Non-givers also tend to be

less certain (55.2% to 64.7%) that funds collected by the

munity where they were collected.

Moreover, non-givers, as might be expected, are less

79.9%) to the "fair share" concept, and considerably less

UW remain in the com=

committed (56.9% tO

convinced (34.5% to

54.0%) of the efficiency of payroll deduction. They are also more likely to

-agree (46.5% to 27.2%) that government should provide all services for those

in need. Moreover, non-givers attach less importance (30.7% to 15.5%) to

"health-related" services, and are somewhat more likely (67.2% to 53.2%) to see

large companies as the UW's primary source of funds.

However, it is in the area of promotion that the most dramatic differences

are revealed. Non-givers are somewhat likely (37.9% to 44.5%) to recall hearing

information about the UW from radio, to recall seeing a OW newspaper advertisement

1 4
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(36.2% to 44.2%) or to have viewed the UW's promotional film (13.8% to 18.7%).

However; givers were twice as likely (40.4% to 20.7%) to have received a UW

letter or memo at work, and more than twice as likely (40.2% to 17.2%) to haVe

attended a UW group meeting at their place of employment. Indeed, crosstabula-

tion of the "contributed" variable with all other variables produced only four

instances of cell case distributions that were substantially different as well

as statistically significant -- education, size of the place of employment, a

UW group meeting at the workite, and receipt of a UW solicitation letter or

memo where they are employed.

Crosstabulating "contributed to UW" with all other variables produced more

or less the same kind of results; Differences with regard to the UW group

meeting were both substantial (48.7% to 17.2%) and statistically significant;

as was the case with the UW solicitation memorandum (46;9% to 20.7%); and company

size. Moreover, there is some difference with regard to viewing of the UW film

(viewed by 13;8% of non-givers and 22.0% of givers). Age and gender were also

related-to contributing to the UW; with non-givers more than twice as likely to

be 29 years of age or younger, and with non-givers more likely to be male (60.3%

of non-givers are male, while 46.0% of UW givers are male).

As noted; the small number of non-donors precluded chi square tests of many

of the variables. The problem was made more difficult by the fact that many of

the independent variables were constructed using a 5-point Likert-type scale,

which often resulted in cells of 5 or fewer cases in the contingency tablet;

In a further attempt to identify statistically significant relationships

among variables, discriminant function analyses were conducted. DiscrThlinant

function analysis is a convenient procedure when seeking to identify associations

between a number of independent variables and a dependent variable. In essencei

discriminant function analysis is a procedure for predicting the correctclassifica-

tion of cates, defined by the criterion variable, when the correct classification

1 5
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it knoWn. The Variables are measured in terms of their abilitY to correctly

predi:t, and this ability is expressed in a percentage of the total number of

cases correctly classified:

Attitudinal variables were grouped tOgether and a discriminant function

analysis was conducted with "contribUted;" and then with "contributed to UW,"

as the criterion variable. The prOtedUre was repeated with knowledge-related

variables, the promotional variables and the demographic variables. The results

are seen in Table 4 and 5. Withtontributed" at the triterion variable, the attitu-

dinal variables correctly preditted the classification of 70.6% Of the cases,

while knowledge-related variables predicted 63.07%, the promotion Variables

correctly classified 53.89%, and the demographic variables Correttly tlastified

73.64% of the caSet. With "contributed to UW" as the Critt'idh Variable, the

a.titudinal tet correctly classified 68.71%; the knoWledgerelated set correctly

tlattified 57.24%, the promotional set correctly clattified 60.80%, and the

demographic variables predicted 59.68%

With regard to individual variableS WIthin the tett, four of the ten

attitudinal variables were found to be Statittically significant with "contrib-

uted" as the criterion variable, While tWo Of the knowledge-related variables

were found statistically significant, With tWO of the promotional

variables; and four of the fiVe deMOgraphic variables statistically signifi=

cant With "contributed to UW" as the criterion variable, four of the attitt,

dinal variables, One Of the knowledge-related variables; three of the promo-

tional variables and three of the demographic variables were found to be statis-

tically significant (see Table 6 and 7).

The significant variableS frOm eath of the four groups were combined to

form another set of variables, and tubjected to discriminant analysis. This set

16
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correctly classified 76.35% of the caget with "contributed" at the criterion

variable (see Table 8).

DiscussiarLand_Conclusions

Many of the findings of prior research are supported by the regultg of thit

study; Prior research indicates that many of the factors related to the att of

donating are demographic in nature -- age, income and education. This study pro-

vides additional evidence of that. In addition; thit ttudy found marital status

linked to the act of donating.

On the other hand; some prior research indicated a relationships between

knowledge and giving. However, this study found that contributors were no better

informed than non-contributors in terms of estimates of administrative costs;

criteriOn for seleCtion of recipient agencies, or with regard to funds collected

in a community remaining in the community; Also, contributors did no better

than non-contributors in accurately identifying UW agencies. However, the

results suggest that contributors want more information about these issues than

do non-contv.lbutors; and there is some evidence 'chat contributors .:eek out infor-

mation through the group meetings and viewing of the UW film. Moreover, the

group meetings are clearly related to the act of donating. It is less certain

that group pressure is a factor, but peer pressure in the form of a tolicita-

tion letter or memo; definitely is related to giving.

Attitudes, in contrast in knowledge, are clearly related to giving. Cross-

tabulation demonstrated substantial differences based on attitudes, and the chi

square analysis indicated a relationship between attitudes and giving, and

grouped attitudinal variableg were a better predictor of behavior than the knowl-

edge variables.

A sizable percentage of the respondents report that they feel there 'IS tOO

MUch prettUre to contribute. This is equally true for those who donated at well

as for thote who did not and tupportt earlier findingt,

1 7
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With regard to mass and personal communication, the study supports the

notion that both serve as parallel sources of communication. The interattidn

of mass and personal was not a;1 area that this study pursued HOweVer, baSed

on the results of this study; it is clear that tf-r, maSS Media are far LESS per-

suasive, or are a less-trusted sourr,e, for thOSe invelVed in deciding Whether

to contribute to a charity. RespondentS did repOrt a gbod deal Of exposure to

mass mediated messages. The fact that these respondents did not exhibit in-

creased know1.1idge of charitable Organilations or the way they work may be ex-

plained by the fact that most PSAS isSued by the UW are emotional in nature

rather thah inforMatiOnai.

This study did not attempt to identify factors relating to frequency or

amount of contributions reported in the literature. Nor 6id the study seek to

examine a relationship between small companies and charitable-related activities,

also reported in the literature. However; the fact that those employed in

smaller companies are less likely to participate in UW activities suggests that

those activities do not take place. Moreover, it is clear that the eMployee

workforce of the smaller company is far less likely, aS a group, to contribute

than the employees of larger companies.

This study also did not directly examine the it-SUe of constraints to giving.

However, based on reaction to the queStion regarding ..a.yroll deductiorL it seems

reasonable i assume that thet.-e ar COnstraints, that those constraints are re-

lated to donating, and that remoVal Of those constraints could facilitate giving.

The prOfileS COnStrutted from the frequencies of the sample subgroups depict

non-donorS as a gitup On a lOWer rung on the socio-economic ladder than donors,

younger, mbi-e likelY to be Male and single, and more likely to be employed in

a smaller company. The non-donor is less likely to recall seeing a newspaper

advertisement for the UW or hearing a UW PSA on radio; However, the non-donor

is more likely to recall seeing a televised PSA. This is probably a result of

s
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the non-donors'inedia diet. Non-donors are younger, and younger populatThn sub-

groups tend to be less frequent readers of newspapers than olde;. fflembers of the

publit.

What emerges is a portrait ö f a group .(non-donors) less involved with and

less interested in society; Based on their marital status, it is reasonable

to assume that the non-donor is less likely to be a parent or homeowner. All

of these factors no doubt contribute to the atittude that government rather than

the community bears the responsibility for providing help to thesneedy.

The strelgth of the demograohic variables as a predictor Of donating.is

underscored by the discriminant factor analysis. The attitudinal VariableS Were

only slightly less of a predictor of that behavior. In fact, the mix Of tignif=

icant variables was only a slightly better predictor than the demographic vari-

ables alone. HOwever, the set of significant variables was an appreciably better

predictor of donating than the set of knowledge-related variables, and was con-

siderably stronger in that regard than the set of promotional variables. When

donating to UW was the criterion behavior; attitudes were an accurate predictor

in about 70% of the cases, considerably stronger than promotions, demographics

or knowledge, and only somewhat less accurate in predictive power than the

combined set of variables.

There is a certain sense to this. Demographics, to a degree, define where

an individual is in life, and we can gain a sense of overall lifestyle from

those skeletal statistics. Demographics are less useful, however, when a more

sharply focused picture is needed. Knowledge is likely to be gained as a result

of involvement, but it is not likely that knowledge drove meMbers of a group to

attend a UW meeting or view a UW film. What stands out, however, is the apparent

inability of mass media to affect the behavior Of donating.

AttitUdOS, on the other hand, are not isolated bits and pieces of facts, as

knowledge often is. Attitudes represent the accumulation of all our experiences --

I 9
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attitudes Are all that we have accumulated as the result of our life experi-

ences. Attitudes represent all that we have learned, and our perspective as

influenced by ()di-interests relative to the interests of others. Our attitudes

are, in theft, What Schramm refers to as our "frame of reference."

Nonetheless, none of the groups of variables predicted as well at the tet

Of tignificant variables; This suggests that this behavior is affeCted by a

number of different types pf factors. This, in turn, supports the view that

public relations is an open subsystem operating withih a larger environment,

affected by other subsystems, ',title at the same tithe influenCing the environment

in which it operates. The fact that the combined set was able to accurately pre-

dict the classification of three-fourths Of the cases, while certainly useful,

also suggests there are variables operating not identified in this study.

Need for Further Research

Clearly, there is a need fc,r further research; The question of constraints

to the act of giving should be explored more specifically; Similarly, additional

research, building on this and other research, might be able to better identify

underlying constructs which drive behavior in this area. Methodologically, the

resUlts of this study may enable researchers to identify subjects for additional

ttudY by screening based on a small number of predictor variables. Replication

of 'ads study on an annual basis, coupled to the content of promotional effertt,

might provide better insight into the relationship between audience character=

istics and promotional appeals. That, in turn, could provide additiOnal material

for theory building in this area to the degree that theory repretentt, at William
28

McGuire suggests, insight into reality.

20
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TAkkE 1

UOMPAPISONS HF ITE,AIENCIFF; roo FIVE SUR(MOUPS

lups:

levels:-

29 years & younger

30 39 years of age

40 49 ytAtt Of age

50 59 years of age

60 years and older

LOSS than $10;000 annually

$19,000 - $19,999

$20,000

$30,000 - $39;999

$40,000 - $49;999

More than $50;000

NO response

)n levelS:

Some high school

High school gri-Auate

Some college

College graduate

Graduz,te worl,

workfor^e at plE%ce of emliloyment:

Loss than 25

26 50

51 - 100

More than 100

f. labor union:

All UW Other All Non-
respon&Ints_ rilvers giVerS givers givers

27.1% 22.0% 33.9% 25.3% 51.7%*
29;1% 29.2$ 29.8% 29.% 27.6%
22.1% 21.7% 19.4% 21.01, 10.3%
16.7% 21.1% 10.5% 18.3% 5.2%
4;5% 6.0% 6.5% 6.1% 5.2%

11;8% 7.2% 18.1% 8.6% 36.2%

16.0% 22.0% I.E.1% 2-;.6%

21.2% 23.0% 19.4% 21.9% 15.5%
21.7'. 19.4% 21.0% 8.6%
11.0% 4.8% 9.3%

7.4% 8.2% 8.1% 8.7% 1.7%

12.0% 12.9% 13.7% 13.1% 10;3%

9.8% 10.1% 7.3% 9;3% 1381
42.3% 39.3% 43.5% 40;6% 552%
22.6% 24.5% 19.4% 23;0% 19:01
14.8% 16.0% 145% 15;6% 8;6%
10.6% 10.1% 15;3% 11;5% 3;4%

status:

Married 69.8% 74.5% 08;5% 72:7% 47;4%
Divorced 10.8% 11;9% 8;9% 11;1% 8.8%
Separated .6% 0:0% ;8% .2% 3.5%
Wiclowed 2.4% 2:8% ;8% 2;3% 3;5%
Never married 16.4% 10;7% 21;0% 13;8% 16;0%

31.0% 24;6% 41;1% 29:4% 43.1%
11.4% 9.8% 13;7% 10.9% 15.5%
8.8". 8;8% 5;6% 7.9% 15.5%

48.0% 56;8% 39:5% 51.8% 25.9%

20.4% 22.1% 21.0% 21.7% 16.3%

Male 50.4% 46.0% 57.1% 49.1% 60.3%
Female 49.6% 54.0% 42.7% 50.9% 39.7%
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COMPARISONS OF VRENENCIES FOP FIVE SUDGROUPS

All UW Other All Non7
respondents givers givers givers givers

t of the money contribUted tb the UW_iS donated by

(percentage agreeing with statement)

Drations and other large businesses."

tribUtorS tb the UW_Should be able to decide

charity recieves their donations." 71.5% 79.8%

54.8%

838%

532%

71.0%

67;2%

84.5%

Ls an efficient was to collect funds fer

cge number of organizations." 86;4% 92.8% 70.9% 86.7% 84.5%

UW funds agencies which make our community a better
i for all." 86.2% 91.8% 78.2% 88.1% 71.5%

7e_is too much pressure from management to

*ibute to the UW." 45.1% 44.0% 48.4% 45.1% 44.9%

UW distributes funds to agencies based
.ed."

me I know is likely to use any of the
rncies."

58.9%

33.2%

62.3%

29.8%

50.0%

34.7%

58.7%

31.4%

60.3%

46.6%

UW should not fund organizations such as

ed Parenthood;"

y collected by UW in our Community

ns in this community;"

days, organizations like UQ ate nbt as

25.6%

63.6%

22.6%

66.0%

31.5%

61.3%

25.0%

64.7%

29.3%

55.2%

1 as they might have been in the past." 27.4% 21.7% 38.7% 26.4% 34.5%

26 27
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111151.N I continued

COMPARISONS OP PREQUENCTES POR PTVE SUBGROUPS

All UW Other All Non-

respondents givers givers givers givers

t bf the money contribAed to the UW is donated by

*rations and other large businesses."

Itributors to the UW should be able to decide

:h charity recieves their donations."

is an efficient was to collect funds for

trge number of organizations."

! UW funds agencies which make our community a better

v for alI;"

re is too much pressure from management to

ribute to the UW;"

UW distributes funds to agencies based

eed."

one I know i8 likely to use any of the
gencies"

UW should_not fund organizations such as

ned Parenthood."

;

ey collected by UW in our community

inS in this community."

adays, organizations like UQ are not as

ul as they might have been in the past."

28

54.8%

71;5%

86.4%

86.2%

45.1%

58.9%

33.2%

25.6%

63.6%

27.44,

(percentage agreeing with statement)

52.9% 54.8% 53.2% 67.2%

79;8% 83;8% 71;0% 84;5%

92.8% 70;9% 86.7% 84.5%

91.8% 782% 881% 71.5%

44.0% 48.4% 45.1% 44.9%

62.3% 50.0% 58.7% 60.3%

29.8% 34.7% 31.4% 46.6%

22.6% 31.5% 25.0% 29.3%

66.0% 61.3% 64.7% 55.2%

21.7% 38.7% 26.4% 34.5%
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TABU 1 continued

_EOMPARTumc or TTITUENCTES FOR FIVE SUBGROUPS_

ere are too many charitable organizatiohS

eking funds."

eryone should give his/her fair share to

arity each year."

yroll deduction is an efficient way to

ntribute to charitable organizations."

ry little of what is contributed to charities

:711 year accually goes to help those who

ad it."

arities are competing against one another

r the sam.a money."

vernment should provide all the services

r those in reed."

Ld welfare services

/ices for the elderly

ibilitation services for the handicapped

rites for the poor and needy

Lly counseling services

j and alcohol treatment services

Eth-related services

:ributed to a charity during the past 12 mohthS

:ributed to UW during the past year

All

respondents

UW

vers-

Othtr All

,givers

Non-

givers

(percentage agreeing with statement)

52.1% 50.9% 50.8% 51.0% 60;3%

77.2% 80.9% 77.4% 79.9% 56:9%

51.7% 58.8% 41.99 54.0% 345%

58.4% 55.6% 58.8% 57.3% 67.2%

80.8% 81.8% 79.9% 81.3% 77.6%

29.49- 25.4% 31.7% 27.2% 46.5%

(percentage rating it important)

57.1% 57.2% 54.8% 56.4% 62.1%

72.9% 72.6% 70.2% 72.0% 79.3%

50.1% 50.9%. 42.7% 49.4% 55.2%

30;3% 29.6% 33.9% 30.7% 27.6%

17;9% 19.2% 12.9% 17.4% 15.5%

40:3% 37:71, 45;2% 40.0% 43.1%

28.9% 28;3% 37.1% 30.7% 15;5%

88.4% 100.0% 100.09 100.00% 00.0%

71.9% 100.0% 00.0% 71.9% 00.00%

31
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Table I continued

CoMPARTSONS OF FREQUENCIES MR FIVE SUBGROUPS

All UW

respondents givers

Other All Non-

givers giVers giver§

11lowing are assOciated With UW:

(percentage agreei!g)

Americah Cancer Society 46.7% 44.7% 49.2% 45.8% 53.4%

Big Brothers/Big Sisters 68.9% 69.5% 67.7% 58.8% 69.0%

Mental Health Association 65.19 68.2% 60.5% 65.9% 58.6%

Rehabilitation Center 71.1% 73.3% 68.5% 71.8% 65.5%

Second Chance Halfway House 39.5% 39.3% 39.5% 39.3% 41.4%

American Heart Association 53.19 51.61 54.8% 52.4% 58.61

Alcoholics Anonymous 36.5% 37.4% 33.1% 36.1% 39.7%

Lukemia Society 42.5% 38.4% 45.2% 40.2% 60.1%

March of Dimes 48.7% 41.8% 60.5% 47.0%

Easter_Seals 48.3% 41.8% 59.7% 46.7% 60.3%

Salvations Army 45.5% 46.2% 46.8% 46.3% 39.7%

Red Cross 54.5% 53.3% 54.0% 54.9% 51.7%

ie if you recall seeing or heariog information ahont

(percentage recalling)

! via:

A group meeting at work 37.5% 48;7% 18;5%

Letter or mcmo 38.1% 46;97; 24;2% 40:4% 20.7%
A UW film 18;2% 22:0% 10:5% 18:7% 13.8%
A newspaper ad 43;3% 44:0% 45:2% 44.2% 36.2%
Radio 43:7% 459% 41:1% 44:5% 37.9%
P. billboard 39:1% 39:6% 41.9% 40.2% 31.0%
Television

every dollar collected hy the UW, how much Of that

do you belieVe iS diStributed to the agencies

ed?

32:7%

52.4<

30.2%

55.0<'

37.9% 32.5%

53.8

34.5%

42.3%
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Table 2

Statistically Significant Crosstabulations
With "Contributed" as the Dependent Variable

Si7e of place of employment: X 14.51427; df = 3; 0.0023

Health-related services: 2
X = 5.03376; df = 1; 0.0249

UW gets most funds from big companies: X2 9.20858; df = 4; 0.0561

UW information from group
meet at work: X 10.55360; df = 1; 0.0012

UW information from memo
at work: X = 7.63648; df = 1; 0.0057

Education: 8.84908; d: = 4; 0.0550
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Table 3

Statistically Significant Crosstabulc.tions
With "Contributed to UW" as the Dependent Variable

Size of place of employment: X2 = 15.84291; df = 3 0.0012

UW distributes funds based on need: X = 9;66318; df = 4; 0.0465

Funds collected ih this COMMUnity
stay in this community:

= 13.10703; df 4; 0.0108

Obtained information concerning 32.56917; df = 1; 0.0000
UW from a group meeting at work:

Obtained information_concerning 18.08420; df = ; 0.0000
UP from a memo received at work:

Obt%iined information concerning x2 7.03676; df = ; 0.0080
UW from viewing a UW film at work:

Age: X2 = 10.75046; df = ; 0.0295

Gender: = 4.04862; df = ; 0.0442
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Table 4

CLASSIFICATION OF CASES WITH "CONTRIBUTED"
AS CRITERION VARIABLE

Attitudinal Variable:

_NO.
tual Gr,4 of Cases

Predicted
1

Group Membership
2

Group 1 442 314 128
Yes 71;0% 29;0%

Group 2 58 19 39
No 328% 67.2%

Percent of "GroupzA"Cases Correctly Classified: 70.50%

Knowledge Variables:

Group 1 443 279 164
YeS 63.0% 37.0%

Group 2 58 37
No

_21
36.2% 63.8%

Percent of "Grouped"Cases Correctly Classified: 63.07%

Promotional Variables

Group 443 226 217
Yes 51.0% 49.0%

Group 58 14 44
No 24.1% 75 .9%

Percent of "Grouped"Cases Correctly Classified: 53.89%

Demographic Variables:

Group 1 440 324 116
Yes 74.5% 26;4%

Group 2 57 15 42
No 263% 73;7%

Percent o "Grouped"Cases Correctly Classified: 73.64%
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TEible 5

_ CLASSIFICATION OF CASES WITH
"CONTRIBUTED TO UW" AS THE CRITIERION VARIABLE

Attitudinal Variableg:

Actual Group
No.

of Cases
Predicted

1

Group Membership
2

GrouP 1 318 329_ 89
Yes 72.0% 28;0%

Group 2 123 49 74
NO 39;8% 60.2%

Ungrouped Cases 59 25 34_
42.4% 57.6%

Knowledge Variables:

Group
Yes

Group
No

Ungrouped Cases

1

Percent o "GrOuped" Cases Correctly Classified: 68.71%

318 187 131
58.8% 41.2%

124 58 66
46.8% 53.2%

59 33 26
55.9% 44;1?"

Promotional Variables:

Group
Yes

Group
NO

Unorouped Cases

9

Percent of "Grouped" Cases Correctly ClaSsified: 57.24%

177_ 144
55.7% 44;3%

124 _32 92
25;8% 74.2%

59 15 44
25.4% 74.6%

Demographic Variables:

Group
Yes ,

Group
NO

Ungrouped Cases

2

Percent of "Grouped" Cases Correctly Classified: 60.85%

315 197 118
62.5% 37;5%

124 59 55
47.5% 52.4%

58 21 37

3 7
Percent of "Groupea" Cases Cor'rectly Classified: 59.68%

36;2% 63.8%
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Table 6

DISCRIMINANT FACTOR ANALYSIS OF GROUPS OF_VARIABLES
WITH "CONTRIBUTED" AS THE CRITERION VARIABLE

Attitudnal Variables
Too Many Shares
Fair Share

Wilk'S_Lambda
0.99905
0.96359

F

0.47
18.82

Significance
0.4921
0.0000*

Payroll Deduct Efficient 0.98581 7.17 0.0077*
Gov't Provide All 0.97102 14.86 0.0001*
Contributors Decide 0.99982 0.91 0.7618
UW Efficient 0.99710 1.44 0.2297
UW Better for All 0.97344 13.59 0.0003*
Pressure to Give 0.99940 0.29 0.5843
No Planned Parenthood 0.9!-1970 0.14 0.7008
Not as Useful 0.99656 1.71 0.1905

Knowledge Variables
Very Little 0.99804 0.97 0.3231
Charities Compete 0.99950 0.24 0.6187
$ from Big Corps 0.98846 5.82 0.0162*
Based on Need 0.99998 0.11 0.9141
No One I Know 0.99137 4.34 00377*
$ Stays in Area 0.99469 2.66 0.1034

Promotional Variables
Group Meeting 0.97702 11.73 0.0007*
Letter or Memo 0.98313 8.56 0.0036*
UW Film 0.99832 0.84 0.3596
Newspaper Ad 0.99731 1.34 0.2453
Radio PSA 0.99822 0.88 0.3462
Billboard 0.99640 1.88 0.1803
TV PSA 0.99982 0.90 0.7634

Demographic Variables
Age 0.97232 14.09 0.0002*
Education 0.98462 733 0.0056*
Marital Status 0.95451 23.59 0.0000*
Income 0.96883 15.90 0.0001*
Gender 0.99547 2.25 0.1341

38
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Table 7

DI$CRIMINANT FACTOR_ANALYSIS OF GROUPS OF VARIABLES
WITH "CONTRIBUTED TO UW" AS THE CRITERION VARIABLE

Attitudinal variables Wilk's Lambda F SignificanceToo Many Charities 0.99858 0.62 0.4299Fair share 0.99749 _1.10 0.2939Payroll Deduct Efficient 0.95648 19.98 0.0000*Gov't Provide All 0.99759 1.06 0.3034
Contributors Decide 0.99943 0.25 0.6160UW Efficient 0.90482 45.18 0.0000*UW Better for all 0.94745 24.35 0.0000*Pressure to Give 0.9976P 1.01 0.3134No Planned Parenthood 0.99243 3.34 0.0679Not as Useful 0.98061 8.68 0.0034

Knowledge Variables
Little to Help 0.99770 1;01 0.314,3
Charities Compete 0,99584 1;83 0.1760$ from Big Corps 0.99954 0;20 0.6529Based on Need 0.98958 4;63 0.0319No Ond I Know 0.99600 1.76 0.1843$ Stays in Area 0.99691 1;36 0.2434

Promotional Variables
Group 0.92350 36.45 0.0000*Letter or Memo 0.95698 19.78 0.0000*UW Film 0.98241 7.87 0.0052*Newspaper Ad 0.99989 0.46 0.8295Radio PSA 0.99813 0.82 0.3645Billboard 0.99955 0.19 0.6569TV PSA 0.99451 2.42 0.1199

Demographic Variables
Age 0.98492 6.69 0.0100*Education 0.99841 0.69 0.4040Marital Status 0.98815 5.24 0.0225*Income 0.99773 0.99 0.3197.Gender 0.98978 4.51 0.0342*

3 9
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Contributed

Table 8

CLASSIFICATION OF CASES

No. Predicted Group Membership
Actual Group of Cases 1 2

Group 1 442 338 104
Yes 76.5% 23.5%

Group 2 57 14 43
No 24.5% 75.4%

Contributed to UW

Group
Yes

Group
No

Ungrouped Cas:e

1

2

Percent of "Grouped" Cases Correctly Classified: 76.35%

315 239 76
75.9% 24.1%

124 39 85
31.5% 58.5%

58 17 41

29.3% 70.7%

Percent of "Grouped" Cases Correctly Classified: 73.80%


